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Democracy is a conversation.

The quality of that conversation matters.



Weber Shandwick Poll
Released March 1, 2018

The public is all but unanimous in citing the importance of 

civility to democracy, with 96 percent of Democrats and 95 

percent of Republicans agreeing.

• 75% of us now believe that incivility in America is a 

crisis

• 83% of the public say incivility leads to intolerance of 

free speech

• 79% of all respondents said incivility is leading to less 

political engagement



❖ 93% of the public believes it is important for the 

President of the United States

• 86% of Democrats said it’s ”very” important for a 

president to civil; 9% said it is “somewhat” important

• 68% of Republicans said it is ”very” important; 26% 

said “somewhat”

❖ 73% said a more civil President Trump would be a 

more effective president

• 40% of Republicans said he would be a “lot” more 

effective; 31% said a “little” more effective

• 50% of Democrats said a “lot”; 30% said a “little”

Weber Shandwick Poll
Released March 1, 2018









How We Got Here:

• Money in Politics

• Gerrymandering

• Election Rules

• 24/7 News Cycle

• Social Media



People are Social Beings…

They respond to:

• Context

• Structure

• Signals



Richmond, VA



Charlottesville, VA







CIVILITY/ PROTEST



The National Institute for Civil Discourse brings people 

together for civil conversations to find common ground on 

divisive issues.



Three Target Groups

RESEARCH

RESEARCH

RESEARCH



A nationwide program facilitated by 

state legislators for state legislators.



Building Trust through Civil Discourse



National Network of State Legislators

The Network serves The Network serves as a forum for legislators around the country to 

exchange ideas and information with other legislators, coordinate actions and receive 

support.



46 Bipartisan Freshman Members of Congress 

Pledge to Civility, January 2018

Signs of Hope: Elected Officials



U.S. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

CIVILITY CAUCUS

https://youtu.be/42pzd2L6_hA

https://youtu.be/42pzd2L6_hA


2018 Revive Civility Initiative

• Deep dive in 4 states: ME, OH, IA, AZ

• National state & local partners:





Working with Citizens

Initiative to Revive Civility



Unlikely Friendships
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4dMMCVfKP9s

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=4dMMCVfKP9s


Step One:

• Set up the conditions for people to listen 

for understanding

• What in this person’s life experience has 

led them to this choice or this belief



Core to Being Able 

to Do this Work:

• We have a fundamental obligation to  

see our common humanity across our 

differences.



Text, Talk, Revive Civility







• Sign the Civility Pledge at www.ReviveCivility.org
• Encourage your Representative to join the civility 

caucus
• Host civility conversations with friends, family and 

within organizations/clubs
• Kick off and lead a civility initiative in your 

community/county 
• Build a cadre of facilitators to support civility 

within your community/county. 

What Can You Do?





“Injustice anywhere is a threat to justice 

everywhere. We are caught in an 

inescapable network of mutuality, tied in a 

single garment of identity. Whatever 

affects one directly, affects all indirectly. 

Never again can we afford to live the 

narrow, provincial “outside 

agitator” idea. Anyone who lives inside 

the United States can never be 

considered an outsider anywhere within its 

bounds.”

Martin Luther King

Letter from Birmingham Jail

1963



“Never doubt that a small group of 

thoughtful committed citizens can 

change the world. Indeed, it is the only 

thing that ever has.”
-Margaret Mead



Phone: (202) 759-9302

Thank You!

Dr. Carolyn J. Lukensmeyer

Executive Director

National Institute for Civil Discourse

Email: cjlukensmeyer@email.arizona.edu

www.nicd.arizona.edu

Questions?


